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Eye of
Egypt

Clive Johnson has a Bachelor of Education and a Diploma of Teaching and started his career as a
high school teacher of English Literature, Arts and Theatre in 1990. With a lifelong interest in
military antiquities, he first contributed to international medal reference, The Medal Yearbook, UK, as
their Australian consultant, and did so for a number of years. Building on this success, Clive
produced a reference on Australian medals and awards which was published in 2008, titled

Australians Awarded. The first in-depth reference was so well received, a second edition was
published in 2014, with a third comprehensive edition expected in late 2018. Australians Awarded
has sold over 7000 copies and is considered the standard reference for awards in Australia. Clive has
also written numerous articles and published research nationally and internationally receiving an
Order of Australia for his writing, winning the 2015-16 Tamplin Prize for best international article
and been asked to write for big names like National Geographic and Carters Antiques.
Clive’s true passion and expression lie in his fictional works that draw on the intrigue and
excitement much akin to the mishaps and adventures enjoyed in the Indiana Jones series, the
imaginings of Matthew Reilly’s Scarecrow series and the historical accuracy of Bernard Cornwall’s
works. What’s special and different from these iconic masters is Clive’s ability to tap into genuine
characters that touch us all, the underdog persevering over the powerful antagonists and wealthy
corporations often with clever wit and a flair for the unexpected.
With more than 20 manuscripts being developed, the certainty of Clive’s ability to produce award
winning fiction will be set with his first trilogy ‘The Eye of Egypt’, Part one the ‘Pharaoh’s

Greatest Gift’, part two ‘The Mirror Chamber’ and part three (to be titled) ‘All Will Be Black’…

The year is 2649BC. A small chest with
mysterious markings is urgently hidden
from rebels and an elaborate system to
conceal its whereabouts is initiated. In
Victorian London, a crippled soldier
thrusts a fob chain and twist shaft key
into the snow and begs Sebastian, “take
it boy, I’m not who you think I am.”
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Years later an orphanage is burnt to the
ground forcing Sebastian and Sarah to
stow away on a ship bound for Egypt. In
a misplaced chest in the hold of the ship,
they discover something that fits the
strange twist shaft key. A treasure that is
so incredible, it could make or ruin not
just empires, but complete civilisations.
Pirates, a wealthy British corporation,
ruthless adversaries and Nomad
mercenaries all want what they’ve found
and they’ll stop at nothing to get it. But
what is it and why does everyone else
need to possess it?

The events and final battle in the sands
of Saqqara left Sebastian, along with a
misfit group of intrepid characters, with
nothing more than the empty amulet
box. Its cryptic inscription however, is
something else. It promises a prize
beyond their imagination but its
location, they believe, is half a world
away in South America.
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This time around, their old adversaries
are more organised and better funded,
prepared to do anything to get there
first. Civil war, spies, slaves, bounty
hunters, treachery, prison and stolen
gold is just the start of their troubles…
and on top of that, nothing ever goes to
plan. What is the secret of the Mirror
Chamber? Who has ulterior motives?
There is a lot to discover, a lot to learn
and one hell of a dangerous game
ahead.

This is a book for those who…
Love adventure and suspense
Historically accurate fiction
Cheer for the underdogs
Live for the clever twists
Share a story with their friends
Relate to genuine characters
Like to be surprised
Want a few moments to escape
Like to laugh
Love to piece a puzzle together

Wow what a ride. Once you immerse yourself in this story you can't
help but want to know what is going to happen next. A great, diverse
bunch of rag tag characters coming together to help solve the mysteries
of the ancients. Can't wait to set sail on the next adventure.

Masterfully written.
This book kept me up late, fast paced and very hard to
put down! Can't wait for the next installment!

I got this book as a recommendation. So pleased I did. It is a most fabulous read, fast
paced and not your usual or typical expectations. Set in the 1800s, the story ties in
historically with the Pharaoh Djoser and the fall of his empire. This ties in with an
Indiana Jones type adventure, full of clever incidents and amusing characters. I love the
twin American brothers Sam and Billy, constantly at each other but always there for
each other when it counts.

I finished reading the Mirror Chamber last night. I had to keep reading til
the end, the last few chapters of the book were so good.

Brilliant!
Amazed and enthralled - a cross between Tolkien and
C.S.Lewis. This is an interesting fantasy adventure that’s hard
Enjoyed the second in Clive Johnson’s Eye of Egypt. Great characters, story line
is gripping. Omg didn't want to leave or put it down till the end!

This book is so much more than I expected. I read through the sample pages and
decided after a few minutes it was going to be a terrific story...I downloaded it and I
was not disappointed! I have to admit, I laughed out loud more than once (ashamed
to say as I was on the underground) had my heart racing in many places and felt
tingles down my spine with the clever twists. The story is refreshingly original and
the characters endearing. I am a fan of Tan and the cowboys and the fight scenes are
soooo wicked. If this author can write like this for the next installment. I will become
his number one fan. Action, adventure, mystery, violence, love and hate...and that's
in the first few chapters.

A great fast paced and often funny adventure, beautifully written and
had me wanting to see what happened at the end of every chapter.
Great read! Enjoyed it so much from beginning to end. Such excitement!
Any age group will enjoy it!

The three had managed to hold out for the past few hours in the limited shade of the ruins, but
Tobias was fading. He needed water and medical attention. For now, they rested and waited,
but then saw Abadah reappear and take his position beside his riflemen.
Billy observed the display through a gap in the low wall. “Sam, this feller’s fer real.
How many bullets ya got left?”
Sam checked the belt around his waist and the small leather pouch hanging behind one
of the holsters. “’bout thirty, as well as both pistols already full.”
Billy checked as well. “I got twenty- five, plus both pistols full. So what d’ya reckon we
do?”

The two boys looked at Tobias. He looked pale and took a few moments to respond as
he pressed a torn cloth to the wound in his shoulder. “Well...” he grimaced at the pain, “it
doesn’t seem like we have much choice. The only cover that way is that small well a short
distance from here, but it’s between them and us. The only other cover is back to the rocks, but
I won’t make it, so all we can do is try to stay alive and hope for divine intervention.”
Sam frowned. “Well if this divine feller is comin’ I sure hope he carries a big gun.”
Billy interrupted. “Sam, take a look. See that there feller with the black ’n’ gold dressin’
gown who’s just turned up beside the big fella? I reckon he’s their leader. What say we give
’em something ta think about?” He smiled at his brother and cocked the hammer back on his
twin pistols. He took a deep breath and climbed onto the low wall.

Tan reached the busy markets. He kept his head down and walked briskly through the
merchant’s stalls and throng of people doing deals. Tan turned a corner and had to slow
because of the cluster of people blocking his path. He politely edged his way through, eager
to get away from his pursuers. Not far behind, a shot red into the air, followed by a voice of
anger and authority. “The sheriff ’n’ us boys is lookin’ fer a murderin’ Chinaman. There’s a
reward fer anyone who helps us find him.”
Tan grimaced as a woman pointed and screamed. The reaction was instant
panic. Everyone around him began to shout and scream, run and push, point and cry. Worse,
their attention drew the mob of men from the main street.
Tan jumped onto a table loaded with china, sending it scattering as he sprang across to
another nearby table laden with fruit. He danced over the cowering merchants around him,
but knew he was only moments away from being caught by the gun-slinging mob behind.
Above him was a second door balcony. He leapt for it and just managed to grip the narrow
railing.
“There he is!” came a shout from the mob as they careered down the narrow lane.
People huddled against the walls and under the tables as the vigilantes, guns drawn, forced
their way to where Tan was making his escape. A shot was red and Tan felt the stonework
next to him explode. He hurtled over the railing and crashed through the small open window
as another shot nicked the timber frame.

Inside he saw only one door, so he bolted for its safety, desperate to get some distance
between him and the blood-hungry mob below. As he pushed through the door, he entered a
hallway. He went left and reached some stairs, but below, his trackers were already
ascending. “There he is!” one yelled as Tan turned back along the hall and sprinted to the far
end where he forced his way through a second door. This one was an empty apartment, with
two possible exits.
A window and a double door. He took the double door. Bursting through, he
discovered another large open room, this one full of trestles set for restoration of the corniced
ceiling. Tan heard the men pounding down the hall, so he slammed the doors and pushed a
ladder against its frame. He crossed to the window and saw the laneway below filled with a
swelling crowd of vigilantes.
He was trapped.
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